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BMW 320i Gr5 Turbo and NA for GTL Readme. V2.1

 
PLEASE NOTE: 
Unfortunately versions of this car were uploaded on a public website before this official first release. 
If you have any version of this car installed in your game you need to remove it before installing this version to avoid any
issues. 



In the Group5 era of racing from 1976-81 the BMW E21 was I would say second only to the Porsche 935 as the
workhorse of the Class. 
Form the early factory 300hp NA 2liter cars up to the 600+ hp IMSA and DRM cars.
There were almost as many variations of the little â€œFlying boxâ€• raced then the 935 itself.

This mod for GTL includes the Turbo car versions from Group5, DRM and IMSA Racing.
The Altbierbude version for GTL includes Non turbo DRM cars 1977-18 
The GTR2 version for the Group5 era Mod also contains all of the normally aspirated cars 1977-81.

DRM Division 2, 1977-81 by year, various versions.
DRM Division 1, 1977-78 three cars.
Group 5, two cars
IMSA GTO 1977, one car
IMSA GTX 1978-79, two cars 
Group 5, IMSA, DRM. N/A Cars, two versions Many cars. ABB, GTR2 Group5 era mod only.


There are a few small detials that are a bit unrefined at this realease.


- the mod is linked to GTC-TC-76 class and the BMW CSL.

credits :
- papag21 : 3d, mapping, file structure, template, skins
- greg7 : physics etc.
- jandri : sounds
- Toto090369 : skins
- Soczew : Testing
- others that I am likley forgetting or unaware of.


Brickyard Legends Team

Contact me with comments or questions at: Xgreg@pacbell.net
Greg7
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